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Use the left/right arrow to navigate the slideshow or swipe left/right when using the GET STARTED NOW mobile device! READ GABRIEL'S METHOD FOR FREE!! Enter your details to get a digital ebook for free claim free ebook right now! Get started here to get a free digital copy of Gabriel O'AD's method He lost over 220 pounds without diet or surgery, now meet a man who says we can all melt fat using
the power of our mind. - Ray Martin (The Current Affair TV program). John Gabriel holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Economics from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania. While there, he also conducted extensive coursework in biochemistry and conducted research for the internationally recognized biochemist Dr. Jose Rabinowitz.In 1990 John began to gain weight for no apparent
reason. He tried every diet and program he could lose weight, but in the end, he just kept getting. The more he went on a diet, the more he typed. The situation became critical in mid-2001, when he became morbidly obese and gained more than 400 pounds. On September 11, 2001, he was scheduled to fly from Newark to San Francisco, and only by chance was he not on United Airlines Flight 93, which
was hijacked by terrorists. This event as well as some equally life-changing events that occurred in the weeks after 9/11 affected it deeply. It was this wake-up call that made him realize that life is a precious opportunity not to be wasted. He decided to start living the life of his dreams. He also decided to apply all his research skills and scientific training to understanding and eliminating the real reasons why
he was fat. The result is arguably one of the most remarkable physical transformations of all time. John lost more than 220 pounds without a restrictive diet and no surgery. Surprisingly, his body shows almost no sign of ever being overweight at all - a fact that has struck many professionals in the medical community. Using an approach that worked so well for him, he has now made it the mission of his life
to help others achieve tremendous success, not only in weight loss, but in all aspects of life. John's story has been featured on numerous television, radio, newspaper, magazine and blog articles. His success in helping others lose weight has also been discussed on many popular talk shows in the US, including The Jane Pauley Show, Hard Copy and Entertainment Tonight. FEEDING THE OBESE
HUNGRY TO CHANGE THE ABUNDANCE CODE OF SUPER JUICE ME CLICKING ON THE WEIGHT LOSS FMTV SERIES: A DAY IN THE LIFE OF JOHN ... has now become an international movement for overall health and permanent, sustained weight loss, with Gabriel Method Trainers in the US, Australia, New York, Spain, the Netherlands and Meet Gabriel Method Coaching Team Desiree
Manders Mentor and EFT Specialist Brian Killian Fitness Specialist Marjolijn Loderichs EFT Specialist Heather Fleming Nutrition Specialist Nadia Harper Detox Specialist Melinda Jacobs Jacobs Releasing Specialist Janine Oliver Integrated Health Specialist Smita Patel Mentor Coach Jennifer Welch Emotional Release Specialist John Leano Mentor Coach Tiffany Nightingale Mentor Coach Paula Robbins
Emotional Release Specialist See Much More Amazing Real Life Transformation Here John Gabriel provides simple, practical ways to use visualization to help reduce stress and create healthy lifestyle habits that can lead to lasting, sustainable weight loss. Mark I love John Gabriel's visualizations. They have become an integral part of my morning routine. Khaliah Ali When John talks about weight loss, I
truly believe him. It has more power than anyone in the field of weight loss. He lives, breathing proof that works Howard Liebowitz If you're doing everything right but still can't lose weight, visualization can provide a crucial missing piece of the puzzle. Very recommended! JJ Virgin John Gabriel is one of the most important voices in the nutrition and weight loss universe. Mark David John Gabriel's healing
and deep recovery really come through on these pages. It shows you how to use your mind to help you lose weight and restore your body to a cellular level. Sarah Gottfried John Gabriel teaches simple, practical ways to use your mind to completely transform your body. Chris Carr Diamond! And yet so simple and reasonable Dr. Nancy Sudak Gabriel method is easy, very do-able, and it works! Donna
Gates is the only useful book on sustainable weight loss By Dr. Daphne Goldberg M.D. This program will help millions ... Ashrita Furman Read What Other Field Experts Say About Gabriel's Method Not a Member? Sign up now. Join our FREE 21-day meditation for the Weight Loss Challenge Gabriel MethodbyJon Gabriel The best books are the ones where the author has gone through a journey that he
writes about. John introduces a whole new approach to the topic of weight control - an approach he used to drop 220 pounds. More importantly, John doesn't talk about some kind of magic diet, counting calories, or depriving himself of food. Rather it makes the case that we are hard wired to react to our environment by becoming either thinner or thicker. So the key to getting the body you want is to
understand how our body reacts to the environment and then create those environmental factors that are consistent with the body we desire. Gabriel begins with a basic premise: our body has been programmed to help us avoid starvation, freezing to death, and being eaten. While most of us are immune to these three risks in our lives today, he notes that for tens of thousands of years, these were the risks
we faced. Accordingly, our bodies have developed to combat these risks. Based on it introduces the concept of FAT program or hunger and temperature programs. It claims that our bodies are programmed to turn our body into fat fat Machine. Gabriel then uses a little mental jiu-jitsu to turn these programs around in our favor. He motivates his approach with a remarkable story: Gabriel was an overweight
cat (Jesse) who enjoyed stalking a nearby dog that was confined to his home. One day, Jesse made a mistake, tormenting the dog when the dog was able to get out. Two days later, Jesse returned home limping from a not-so-recent meeting with Fido. Over the next few months, Gabrielle watched Jessie turn into a lean, well-conditioned cat - while not changing her diet. Jesse's body decided that avoiding
being eaten was more important than starving or freezing to death. Gabriel suggests that our bodies respond to the external and internal stimuli we encounter by running our FAT programs to varying degrees. So it concludes, if we can control incentives - or at least how we perceive incentives - we will be able to control how our FAT programs behave. With that in mind, it offers a three-step process to get
the body we desire: Stop dieting your body to eliminate the mental and emotional causes of obesityGabriel outlines a number of non-physical stresses that activate your FAT program. These include: Stress of everyday lifeRepentant HungerSSesy beliefs And emotional abuse Physical and sexual abuseAs hide from/avoid worldA desire to be a great (powerful) self-punishmentRebelRecealReuful
unlovableGriefTrauma Key with all of them is to recognize that our inner mental ways affect our physical well-being. We must eliminate negative mental images and replace them with positive ones. While this is obvious when it shares understanding, we don't often equate how we feel why we are overweight. To combat mental health problems, Gabriel suggests we need to learn how to get into Super Mental
Awareness overwork training or SMART mode. Essentially it sets out a method for us to gain control over our thoughts and use the power of our minds to control FAT programs. Fundamentally, if we can think about stress, we can control FAT programs. He identifies a number of visualization and meditation techniques for this task. He then turns his attention to the physical challenges we face. He starts by
pointing out that the act of dieting is actually counterproductive. Specifically, if our FAT programs are designed to protect us from hunger and freezing, then limiting our calorie intake will do nothing but recalibrate FAT programs to reduce our metabolism. Then, when we fall off the diet wagon, our weight soars dramatically. Sound familiar? The logical conclusion to this observation is that diet is a waste of
time. Next he to the quality of the food we consume. He notes that many of our modern farming methods and food production have led to foods that are while caloric dense nutrients are shallow. Underneath that it means that the food we are now consuming is not interpreted by our bodies in the same way as the food we ate tens of thousands of years ago. In fact, our body does not perceive this receipt of
the proper amount of nutrition; and, accordingly, our FAT programs kick in and encourage us to store more fat. It describes three key characteristics of the food we need to consume: It should be natural/free from processing. It emphasizes the need for omega-3 fats, which should be full of vitality. Essentially here he is looking for food that is fresh and not stored/has had time to lose their natural nutrients. It
reduces the decision to evaluate your diet to three questions: Where is the protein? Where's the live food? Where's the omega-3? What's nice about his approach is that it's easy to understand, and he doesn't preach about moderation. Rather, it assumes that to transform your body you need (i) you get your mind focused on avoiding stress, (ii) there is a picture of the person you want to be, and (iii) there is
in line with the above three questions. That's it. He spends a little time talking about exercise; however, not in a sermon or a fanatical manner. Rather it suggests that historically we have been much more active as a species. Again, back to our original roots, he makes the case to incorporate some movement into our daily lives. However, he avoids long-term work outs in favor of shorter, higher-intensity
activities. Here he points to the survival issue we have encountered in the past/reminds us of a story about Jesse. Our FAT programs can teach that lean is better through short, high-intensity physical activity - think of it as a reminder to our bodies that we need to be lean and fast to avoid the predators that are of us. To his help, he shares a number of case studies of individuals who have successfully
implemented his approach. While it would be easy to dismiss Gabriel's method as too simplistic, it would be a big mistake. It made a very good case that (i) we are programmed to respond to our environment in a way that ensures our survival, (ii) we face stresses that we do not know (iii) we have the ability to control how we encounter these stresses, (iv) we need to pay more attention to the type of food we
eat, and (V) we would be well served to get out of our back for some random high intensity exercise. When you combine these five steps together, you have a pretty solid approach to transforming your body. If you want to have a copy of this resume in PDF form to share with others, can you click hereWant access to more information about DFA? Click here to join our mailing list and access a private page
with more information. We look forward to sharing more information with you. Click If you want to join our Mailing List.If you liked this post, you can check out these as well: good: good:
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